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Category:Films about identity theftQ: How to implement multiple views into one file, separated by frames? I'm a beginner
in python, trying to learn the basics of web development. I am doing a simple project of creating a website, which will work
as a (1) community page, and (2) forums. The community page, of course, will require a backend and all that jazz, but my
question is in regard to the forums. I have written a forum framework in the past that was very functional, but would have to
be completely redesigned if I wanted to put it into one single file. What I'm asking is how would I go about separating this
into different files, so that when it's time for the backend coding, I can simply add the pieces. Here's the framework: import
os import types import webbrowser def main(): app = web.application(urls, globals()) app.add_namespace('forum',
__name__) app.run() def do_POST(s): # do stuff urls = [ ('/', 'Home'), ('/forum', 'forum'), ('/forum/setup','setup'),
('/forum/faq', 'faq'), ('/forum/tools', 'tools'), ('/forum/latest', 'latest'), ] if __name__ == "__main__": main() Right now, this
module is directly integrated into my original html file and looks as such: For
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